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THE MJC ZANADAQA’S 

PERENNIAL ‘HALAAL’ PORK 

DEBACLE 

‘HALAAL’ MELROSE BACON CHEESE 
 

Cheese spread picture 

Yet another MJC PORK debacle 

has surfaced in the form of 

‘halaal’ bacon flavoured cheese. 

Like its illegitimate sister, 

SANHA, the Zindeeq MJC has 

been able to offer only a flaccid, 

monotonous ‘synthetic’ PORK 

stupid comment to confuse and 

mislead baboons. 

 

This type of PORK debacle has 

become a norm, and no longer 

comes with any surprise.  

Muslims who have been 

satanically addicted by the 

carrion cartel (MJC, SANHA, 

NIHT, etc., etc.) to devour 

carrion and even pork under the 

guise of the  mal-oon ‘halaal’ 

shaitaani logos can no longer 

distinguish between mutton and 

pork. Their palates have been 

necrotized by the consumption 
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of rijs and jeefah (filth and carrion), hence pork and rotten-meat (jeefah) 

halaalized by the League of Iblees cannot be differentiated by them. 

 

The stupid reaction of the MJC to its repeated PORK debacles is typically 

scandalous and expected of scoundrels who trade their souls for Jahannam. The 

Muslim community addicted to haraam meat, haraam chickens and pork 

products being advertised as halaal with incremental frequency just does not 

realize the irreparable damage they have caused to their Imaan. The effect of 

consuming the halaalized rijs is fatal for Imaan. 

 

Allah Ta’ala says in the Qur’aan Majeed: 

“Verily, We have ennobled Bani Aadam (the Muslim segment 

of mankind, and We have established them in the ocean and 

the land, and We have provided for them rizq  from  

Tayyibaat (halaal and pour food) so that they be grateful.” 

 

Instead of being ennobled by consuming only food which is Halaal and Tayyib. 

Muslims have inflicted disgrace on themselves with their gluttonous addiction to  

carrion and the deluge of haraam junk so-called ‘food’ including pork passed off 

as ‘halaal’ by the kuffaar entrepreneurs who apply the shaitaani ‘halaal’ logos 

for the maximum acquisition of monetary gain. Meanwhile these shaitaani 

zindeeq sheikhs and molvis who are the members of the Ibleesi cartel of halaal 

certificate pedlars, are lining their pockets and bloating their stomachs with the 

haraam filth the haraam boodle procures for them. 

 

Since the inception of Islam, the Ummah has not been confronted and plagued 

by a greater danger and fitnah than these vile shaikhs and molvis whom 

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had described as the “worst of the 

people under the canopy of the sky.” 

 

Abandoning the consumption of the halaalized carrion in this era is akin to the 

reward of shahaadat. 


